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1. POSETRETRACTS

One can prove the following propositions:

(1) For all binary relationsa, b holdsa·b = a b.

(2) LetX be a set,L be a non empty relational structure,Sbe a non empty relational substruc-
ture ofL, f , g be functions fromX into the carrier ofS, and f ′, g′ be functions fromX into
the carrier ofL. If f ′ = f andg′ = g and f ≤ g, then f ′ ≤ g′.

(3) Let X be a set,L be a non empty relational structure,S be a full non empty relational
substructure ofL, f , g be functions fromX into the carrier ofS, and f ′, g′ be functions from
X into the carrier ofL. If f ′ = f andg′ = g and f ′ ≤ g′, then f ≤ g.

Let S be a non empty relational structure and letT be a non empty reflexive antisymmetric
relational structure. One can verify that there exists a map fromS into T which is directed-sups-
preserving and monotone.

Next we state the proposition

(4) For all functionsf , g such thatf is idempotent and rngg⊆ rng f and rngg⊆ dom f holds
f ·g = g.

Let S be a 1-sorted structure. One can check that there exists a map fromS into S which is
idempotent.

The following four propositions are true:

(5) For every up-complete non empty posetL holds every directed-sups-inheriting full non
empty relational substructure ofL is up-complete.

(6) Let L be an up-complete non empty poset andf be a map fromL into L. Supposef is
idempotent and directed-sups-preserving. Then Imf is directed-sups-inheriting.

(8)1 Let S, T be non empty relational structures,f be a map fromT into S, andg be a map
from S into T. If f ·g = idS, then rngf = the carrier ofS.

1This work has been supported by KBN Grant 8 T11C 018 12.
1 The proposition (7) has been removed.
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(9) Let T be a non empty relational structure,S be a non empty relational substructure ofT,
and f be a map fromT into S. If f · incl(S,T) = idS, then f is an idempotent map fromT into
T.

Let S, T be non empty posets and letf be a function. We say thatf is a retraction ofT into S if
and only if the conditions (Def. 1) are satisfied.

(Def. 1)(i) f is a directed-sups-preserving map fromT into S,

(ii) f �the carrier ofS= idS, and

(iii) S is a directed-sups-inheriting full relational substructure ofT.

We say thatf is a UPS retraction ofT into S if and only if the conditions (Def. 2) are satisfied.

(Def. 2)(i) f is a directed-sups-preserving map fromT into S, and

(ii) there exists a directed-sups-preserving mapg from S into T such thatf ·g = idS.

Let S, T be non empty posets. We say thatS is a retract ofT if and only if:

(Def. 3) There exists a mapf from T into Ssuch thatf is a retraction ofT into S.

We say thatS is a UPS retract ofT if and only if:

(Def. 4) There exists a mapf from T into Ssuch thatf is a UPS retraction ofT into S.

The following propositions are true:

(10) For all non empty posetsS, T and for every functionf such thatf is a retraction ofT into
Sholds f · incl(S,T) = idS.

(11) Let S be a non empty poset,T be an up-complete non empty poset, andf be a function.
Supposef is a retraction ofT into S. Then f is a UPS retraction ofT into S.

(12) Let S, T be non empty posets andf be a function. If f is a retraction ofT into S, then
rng f = the carrier ofS.

(13) LetS, T be non empty posets andf be a function. Iff is a UPS retraction ofT into S, then
rng f = the carrier ofS.

(14) LetS, T be non empty posets andf be a function. Supposef is a retraction ofT into S.
Then f is an idempotent map fromT into T.

(15) LetT, Sbe non empty posets andf be a map fromT into T. Supposef is a retraction of
T into S. Then Imf = the relational structure ofS.

(16) LetT be an up-complete non empty poset,Sbe a non empty poset, andf be a map from
T into T. Supposef is a retraction ofT into S. Then f is directed-sups-preserving and
projection.

(17) LetS, T be non empty reflexive transitive relational structures andf be a map fromS into
T. Then f is isomorphic if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) f is monotone, and

(ii) there exists a monotone mapg from T into Ssuch thatf ·g = idT andg· f = idS.

(18) Let S, T be non empty posets. ThenS andT are isomorphic if and only if there exists a
monotone mapf from S into T and there exists a monotone mapg from T into S such that
f ·g = idT andg· f = idS.

(19) LetS, T be up-complete non empty posets. SupposeSandT are isomorphic. ThenS is a
UPS retract ofT andT is a UPS retract ofS.
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(20) LetT, Sbe non empty posets,f be a monotone map fromT into S, andg be a monotone
map fromS into T. Supposef ·g = idS. Then there exists a projection maph from T into T
such thath = g· f andh�the carrier of Imh = idImh andSand Imh are isomorphic.

(21) Let T be an up-complete non empty poset,S be a non empty poset, andf be a function.
Supposef is a UPS retraction ofT into S. Then there exists a directed-sups-preserving
projection maph from T into T such thath is a retraction ofT into Imh andSand Imh are
isomorphic.

(22) For every up-complete non empty posetL and for every non empty posetSsuch thatS is a
retract ofL holdsS is up-complete.

(23) For every complete non empty posetL and for every non empty posetS such thatS is a
retract ofL holdsS is complete.

(24) LetL be a continuous complete lattice andS be a non empty poset. IfS is a retract ofL,
thenS is continuous.

(25) LetL be an up-complete non empty poset andSbe a non empty poset. IfS is a UPS retract
of L, thenS is up-complete.

(26) LetL be a complete non empty poset andSbe a non empty poset. IfS is a UPS retract of
L, thenS is complete.

(27) LetL be a continuous complete lattice andSbe a non empty poset. IfS is a UPS retract of
L, thenS is continuous.

(28) LetL be a relational structure,Sbe a full relational substructure ofL, andRbe a relational
substructure ofS. ThenR is full if and only if R is a full relational substructure ofL.

(29) Let L be a non empty transitive relational structure andS be a directed-sups-inheriting
non empty full relational substructure ofL. Then every directed-sups-inheriting non empty
relational substructure ofS is a directed-sups-inheriting relational substructure ofL.

(30) LetL be an up-complete non empty poset andS1, S2 be directed-sups-inheriting full non
empty relational substructures ofL. SupposeS1 is a relational substructure ofS2. ThenS1 is
a directed-sups-inheriting full relational substructure ofS2.

2. PRODUCTS

Let Rbe a binary relation. We say thatR is poset-yielding if and only if:

(Def. 5) For every setx such thatx∈ rngRholdsx is a poset.

Let us mention that every binary relation which is poset-yielding is also relational structure
yielding and reflexive-yielding.

Let X be a non empty set, letL be a non empty relational structure, leti be an element ofX, and
let Y be a subset ofLX. ThenπiY is a subset ofL.

Let X be a set and letSbe a poset. One can check thatX 7−→ S is poset-yielding.
Let I be a set. Observe that there exists a many sorted set indexed byI which is poset-yielding

and nonempty.
Let I be a non empty set and letJ be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI .

Note that∏J is transitive and antisymmetric.
Let I be a non empty set, letJ be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , and

let i be an element ofI . ThenJ(i) is a non empty poset.
Next we state a number of propositions:

(31) Let I be a non empty set,J be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , f
be an element of∏J, andX be a subset of∏J. Then f ≥ X if and only if for every elementi
of I holds f (i)≥ πiX.
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(32) Let I be a non empty set,J be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , f
be an element of∏J, andX be a subset of∏J. Then f ≤ X if and only if for every elementi
of I holds f (i)≤ πiX.

(33) LetI be a non empty set,J be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , and
X be a subset of∏J. Then supX exists in∏J if and only if for every elementi of I holds sup
πiX exists inJ(i).

(34) LetI be a non empty set,J be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , and
X be a subset of∏J. Then infX exists in∏J if and only if for every elementi of I holds inf
πiX exists inJ(i).

(35) LetI be a non empty set,J be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , and
X be a subset of∏J. If sup X exists in∏J, then for every elementi of I holds(supX)(i) =
supπiX.

(36) LetI be a non empty set,J be a poset-yielding nonempty many sorted set indexed byI , and
X be a subset of∏J. If inf X exists in∏J, then for every elementi of I holds(inf X)(i) =
inf πiX.

(37) Let I be a non empty set,J be a relational structure yielding nonempty reflexive-yielding
many sorted set indexed byI , X be a directed subset of∏J, andi be an element ofI . Then
πiX is directed.

(38) Let I be a non empty set andJ, K be relational structure yielding nonempty many sorted
sets indexed byI . Suppose that for every elementi of I holdsK(i) is a relational substructure
of J(i). Then∏K is a relational substructure of∏J.

(39) LetI be a non empty set andJ, K be relational structure yielding nonempty many sorted sets
indexed byI . Suppose that for every elementi of I holdsK(i) is a full relational substructure
of J(i). Then∏K is a full relational substructure of∏J.

(40) Let L be a non empty relational structure,S be a non empty relational substructure ofL,
andX be a set. ThenSX is a relational substructure ofLX.

(41) LetL be a non empty relational structure,Sbe a full non empty relational substructure of
L, andX be a set. ThenSX is a full relational substructure ofLX.

3. INHERITANCE

Let S, T be non empty relational structures and letX be a set. We say thatS inherits sup ofX from
T if and only if:

(Def. 6) If supX exists inT, then
⊔

T X ∈ the carrier ofS.

We say thatS inherits inf ofX from T if and only if:

(Def. 7) If inf X exists inT, thend−eTX ∈ the carrier ofS.

The following propositions are true:

(42) LetT be a non empty transitive relational structure,Sbe a full non empty relational sub-
structure ofT, andX be a subset ofS. ThenS inherits sup ofX from T if and only if if supX
exists inT, then supX exists inSand supX =

⊔
T X.

(43) LetT be a non empty transitive relational structure,Sbe a full non empty relational sub-
structure ofT, andX be a subset ofS. ThenS inherits inf ofX from T if and only if if inf X
exists inT, then infX exists inSand infX = d−eTX.
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In this article we present several logical schemes. The schemeProductSupsInheritingdeals
with a non empty setA , poset-yielding nonempty many sorted setsB, C indexed byA , and a
binary predicateP , and states that:

For every subsetX of ∏C such thatP [X,∏C ] holds∏C inherits sup ofX from ∏B
provided the parameters satisfy the following conditions:

• For every subsetX of ∏C such thatP [X,∏C ] and for every elementi of A holds
P [πiX,C (i)],

• For every elementi of A holdsC (i) is a full relational substructure ofB(i), and
• For every elementi of A and for every subsetX of C (i) such thatP [X,C (i)] holds

C (i) inherits sup ofX from B(i).
The schemePowerSupsInheritingdeals with a non empty setA , a non empty posetB, a non

empty full relational substructureC of B, and a binary predicateP , and states that:
For every subsetX of C A such thatP [X,C A ] holdsC A inherits sup ofX from BA

provided the parameters meet the following conditions:
• For every subsetX of C A such thatP [X,C A ] and for every elementi of A holds

P [πiX,C ], and
• For every subsetX of C such thatP [X,C ] holdsC inherits sup ofX from B.

The schemeProductInfsInheritingdeals with a non empty setA , poset-yielding nonempty many
sorted setsB, C indexed byA , and a binary predicateP , and states that:

For every subsetX of ∏C such thatP [X,∏C ] holds∏C inherits inf ofX from ∏B
provided the following conditions are met:

• For every subsetX of ∏C such thatP [X,∏C ] and for every elementi of A holds
P [πiX,C (i)],

• For every elementi of A holdsC (i) is a full relational substructure ofB(i), and
• For every elementi of A and for every subsetX of C (i) such thatP [X,C (i)] holds

C (i) inherits inf ofX from B(i).
The schemePowerInfsInheritingdeals with a non empty setA , a non empty posetB, a non

empty full relational substructureC of B, and a binary predicateP , and states that:
For every subsetX of C A such thatP [X,C A ] holdsC A inherits inf ofX from BA

provided the parameters have the following properties:
• For every subsetX of C A such thatP [X,C A ] and for every elementi of A holds

P [πiX,C ], and
• For every subsetX of C such thatP [X,C ] holdsC inherits inf ofX from B.

Let I be a set, letL be a non empty relational structure, letX be a non empty subset ofLI , and
let i be a set. One can verify thatπiX is non empty.

We now state the proposition

(44) LetL be a non empty poset,Sbe a directed-sups-inheriting non empty full relational sub-
structure ofL, andX be a non empty set. ThenSX is a directed-sups-inheriting relational
substructure ofLX.

Let I be a non empty set, letJ be a relational structure yielding nonempty many sorted set
indexed byI , let X be a non empty subset of∏J, and leti be a set. One can check thatπiX is non
empty.

Next we state the proposition

(45) For every non empty setX and for every up-complete non empty posetL holdsLX is up-
complete.

Let L be an up-complete non empty poset and letX be a non empty set. Observe thatLX is
up-complete.

4. TOPOLOGICAL RETRACTS

Let T be a topological space. One can check that the topology ofT is non empty.
One can prove the following propositions:
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(46) LetT be a non empty topological space,Sbe a non empty subspace ofT, and f be a map
from T into S. If f is a retraction, then rngf = the carrier ofS.

(47) Let T be a non empty topological space,S be a non empty subspace ofT, and f be a
continuous map fromT into S. If f is a retraction, thenf is idempotent.

(48) LetT be a non empty topological space andV be an open subset ofT. ThenχV,the carrier ofT

is a continuous map fromT into the Sierpínski space.

(49) LetT be a non empty topological space andx, y be elements ofT. Suppose that for every
open subsetW of T such thaty∈W holdsx∈W. Then[0 7−→ y,1 7−→ x] is a continuous map
from the Sierpínski space intoT.

(50) LetT be a non empty topological space,x, y be elements ofT, andV be an open subset of
T. Supposex∈V andy /∈V. ThenχV,the carrier ofT · [0 7−→ y,1 7−→ x] = idthe Sierpínski space.

(51) Let T be a non empty 1-sorted structure,V, W be subsets ofT, S be a topological
augmentation of 21⊆, and f , g be maps fromT into S. Supposef = χV,the carrier ofT and
g = χW,the carrier ofT . ThenV ⊆W if and only if f ≤ g.

(52) LetL be a non empty relational structure,X be a non empty set, andR be a full non empty
relational substructure ofLX. Suppose that for every seta holdsa is an element ofR iff there
exists an elementx of L such thata = X 7−→ x. ThenL andRare isomorphic.

(53) LetS, T be non empty topological spaces. ThenSandT are homeomorphic if and only if
there exists a continuous mapf from S into T and there exists a continuous mapg from T
into Ssuch thatf ·g = idT andg· f = idS.

(54) LetT, S, R be non empty topological spaces,f be a map fromT into S, g be a map from
S into T, andh be a map fromS into R. If f · g = idS and h is a homeomorphism, then
h· f · (g·h−1) = idR.

(55) LetT, S, R be non empty topological spaces. SupposeS is a topological retract ofT andS
andRare homeomorphic. ThenR is a topological retract ofT.

(56) For every non empty topological spaceT and for every non empty subspaceSof T holds
incl(S,T) is continuous.

(57) Let T be a non empty topological space,S be a non empty subspace ofT, and f be a
continuous map fromT into S. If f is a retraction, thenf · incl(S,T) = idS.

(58) Let T be a non empty topological space andS be a non empty subspace ofT. If S is a
retract ofT, thenS is a topological retract ofT.

(59) LetR, T be non empty topological spaces. ThenR is a topological retract ofT if and only
if there exists a non empty subspaceS of T such thatS is a retract ofT andS andR are
homeomorphic.
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